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Abstract—A new circuit simulation system is presented with techniques “Subcircuit Balancing with Estimated Update operation count”(SBEU) and “Asynchronous Distributed Row-based interconnection parallelization”(A-DR). SBEU estimates Gaussian elimination cost of each subcircuit by counting number of update operations to achieve balanced circuit partitioning. A-DR makes it possible to overlap numerical operations and interprocessor communications in parallel Gaussian elimination of interconnection equations. On a 16-PE distributed memory parallel machine, an experimental simulation shows 9.9 times speedup over 1PE and distribution of the time consumed for each subcircuit is within ±26% deviation from the median.

I. INTRODUCTION

A parallel direct circuit simulator speeds up simulation by using a parallel computer, while maintaining SPICE[1] accuracy. The tearing-based parallelization approach first partitions a given circuit into subcircuits, which corresponds to partitioning the overall equation system into many subsystems and interconnection equations, then extract subcircuit level parallelism. This method involves circuit partitioning, matrix load-and-solve for each subcircuit, and matrix load-and-solve for the interconnection. It is feasible for parallel machines with relatively slow interprocessor communication speed, because neither shared memory accesses nor interprocessor communications are needed for the matrix load-and-solve phase of each subcircuit. However it needs circuit partitioning which produces balanced subcircuits in terms of computational cost. Furthermore, solution time for the interconnection is large enough to degrade speedup of parallel execution.

Existing tearing-based parallel simulators have resolved these drawbacks as follows. They incorporate min-cut based circuit partitioning which balances subcircuits by predicting their computational costs with number of electrical elements and/or number of nodes(or nets) they have[2][3][4]. Further, they employ Distributed Row-based(DR) interconnection or Multi-Level(ML) interconnection[3] to parallelize solving the interconnection equations, and DR shows good performance. But the existing simulators still have following three problems: 1) imbalance of computational costs for each subcircuit occurs for a matrix-solve intensive circuit because the number of nodes and elements is not enough to express matrix computational cost accurately, 2) communication overheads in DR become more and more serious because improvement of communication speed of modern parallel computers is relatively slow than that of processor speed, and 3) balanced partitioning of the ML interconnection is difficult and has not yet achieved.

In this paper, a new tearing-based parallel circuit simulator with two new techniques to enhance parallelism is presented. These techniques reduce two parallel execution overheads 1) and 2) of existing simulators listed above. To resolve the problem 1), “Subcircuit Balancing with Estimated Update operation count”(SBEU) is used at the circuit partitioning phase. We will show that SBEU enhances speed up of the parallel circuit simulation using a DRAM circuit which contains large LRC lumped networks. To resolve the problem 2), an asynchronous version of DR(A-DR) which overlaps numerical operations and interprocessor communications in parallel Gaussian elimination is devised. Our experimental results using distributed memory MIMD parallel machine Cenju-3[5] show that A-DR is faster than one with old synchronous DR(S-DR), and is also faster than ML parallelization described in[3].

In the next section, general foundations of tearing-based parallelization method are presented. In section III and IV, we show details of SBEU and A-DR, respectively. In section V, experimental results using the parallel machine Cenju-3 is presented. The final section contains concluding remarks.

II. TEARING-BASED PARALLEL CIRCUIT SIMULATION

The concept of tearing method (or diakoptics)[6] is that to solve a large system, we tear the system into n parts and solve each part separately then connect together to get the solution of the overall system. In this section, we show our solution method by tearing. Circuit partitioning method to tear a system is described in section III.

Transient behavior of a circuit is described by non-linear algebraic ordinary differential equation system. Through the application of implicit time integral formula, the differential equations are transformed into a non-linear algebraic equation system. Given an electrical circuit which consists of n subcircuits, the non-linear algebraic equation system has the following form:

\[ F_k(x_k, z, t_j) = 0 \quad (k = 1, \ldots, n) \] (1)

\[ F_{n+1}(x, z, t_j) = 0 \] (2)

where \( x_k \) is a vector of internal variables, \( z = (x_1^{\ast}, \ldots, x_n^{\ast}) \), and \( z \) is a vector of external variables of
all subcircuits or node voltages and currents of the interconnection. The equation (2) is called interconnection equation.

The non-linear equation system is solved by Newton-Raphson iteration method. The linearized equation system through the method is as follows:

$$ R_k \delta x_k + T_k \delta z = -F_k \quad (k = 1, \ldots, n) \quad (3) $$

$$ \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_{k} \delta x_k + y \delta z = -F_{n+1} \quad (4) $$

where

$$ R_k = \frac{\partial F_k}{\partial x_k}, \quad T_k = \frac{\partial F_k}{\partial z}, \quad S_{k} = \frac{\partial F_{n+1}}{\partial x_k}, \quad y = \frac{\partial F_{n+1}}{\partial z} $$

and $\delta x_k$ and $\delta z$ are Newton corrections for $x$ and $z$, respectively.

To solve the equations (3)-(4), we first calculate the Norton equivalent of each subcircuit

$$ (G_k, J_k) = (S_k R_k^{-1} T_k, S_k R_k^{-1} F_k) \quad (5) $$

by block elimination technique, which can be done in parallel. Then the interconnection equation solution $\delta z$ is calculated by

$$ \delta z = Y^{-1}(-F_{n+1} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} J_k), \quad Y := y - \sum_{i=1}^{n} G_k. \quad (6) $$

Lastly,

$$ \delta x_k = -R_k^{-1} F_k - R_k^{-1} T_k \delta z, \quad (k = 1 \ldots n) \quad (7) $$

are also calculated in parallel for each subcircuit.

The whole process to solve the non-linear equations is depicted in figure 1. To calculate the Norton equivalent (5) for each subcircuit, SL and SS steps are done in parallel. Then, to derive interconnection solution (6), IL and IS steps are done. Lastly, SB step of Eq. (7) is done.

III. Subcircuit Balancing with Estimated Update operation count (SBEU)

Before we mention circuit partitioning, we give brief definitions about hypergraph. Hypergraph $G = (V, E)$ is a pair of vertices $V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots\}$ and hyperedges $E = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots\}$, where $e_i \subseteq V$. For a cluster $C \subseteq V$, the set of hyperedges cut by $C$ is given by $E(C) = \{e \in E \mid 0 < |e \cap C| < |e|\}$. An electrical circuit can be represented by a hypergraph by representing each electrical element as a vertex and representing each node (or net) as a hyperedge.

The circuit partitioning problem for tearing-based parallel circuit simulation can be stated as the following size-constrained min-cut multiway partitioning:

$$ \text{minimize } F(P^n) = |\bigcup_{i=1}^{n} E(C_i)| \text{ subject to } |\text{cut}_{C_i}| < \epsilon, \quad (8) $$

where $C_i \cap C_j = \emptyset$ for all $i, j (i \neq j)$ and $C_i \subseteq V$ for all $k, (1 \leq i, j, k \leq n)$, and $w(C_i)$ is a weight of cluster $C_i$. The weight $w(C_i)$ is defined as

$$ w(C_i) = k_i \cdot N_i(C_i) + k_u \cdot N_u(C_i), \quad (9) $$

where $N_i(C_i)$ and $N_u(C_i)$ are number of transistors in $C_i$ and number of update operations needed to derive the Norton equivalent of $C_i$, respectively, and $k_i, k_u$ are constant coefficients.

In general, $n$ should be set to total number of PEs. Minimizing $F(P^n)$ is corresponding to minimizing the size of interconnection matrix $Y$ in Eq. (6) which reduces the time for step IS in the solution method described in section II. The constraint (8) maintains balanced partitioning which avoids PE idling in combined SL and SS step in the solution method. The weight of a cluster $w(C_i)$ models the sum of SL time and SS time. SL time is modeled by number of electrical elements, especially transistors which are the most time consuming elements for model evaluation in SL step. SS time is modeled by number of update operations needed for block elimination in SS step. All existing methods have used number of nodes in $C_i$ to model SS time. However, it cannot express computational cost for SS accurately, since $R_k$ ($k = 1 \sim n$) in Eq. (3) have different sparsity. So, existing methods sometimes produce imbalanced partitioning results for SS-intensive circuits. The values of coefficients $k_i, k_u$ are determined such
that \(k_t : k_u = (\text{time taken for a transistor in step SL}) : (\text{time taken for an update operation in step SS})\), which is almost independent of the given circuit.

To realize the above multiway partitioning, we use two-step partitioning: first contract a given circuit by clustering (initial clustering) then apply Fiduccia and Mattheyses\(\text{[FM]}\)\[8\] min-cut bipartitioning repeatedly until \(n\) subcircuits are obtained. The initial clustering enables FM to handle large circuits and to give stable solutions.

Although we can count \(N_u(C_k)\) easily, counting \(N_u(C_k)\) is difficult and time consuming. A straightforward way to derive \(N_u(C_k)\) is doing the same process in SL and SS steps of the solution method, setting up a matrix with modified nodal analysis (MNA) for \(C_k\) and counting the number of update operations while eliminating the matrix. Since numerical values of the matrix elements are not needed for the counting, model evaluation for \(C_k\) is not needed and the underlying graph which represents the non-zero pattern of the matrix can be used instead of the matrix itself. For a square matrix \(A = \{a_{ij}\}\) of size \(N\), the underlying graph of the matrix \(A\) is defined as a directed graph \(G_e = (V_e, E_e)\), where \(V_e = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}\) and \(E_e = \{(i, j) | a_{ij} \neq 0\}\). When \(a_{ii} \neq 0\), the number of update operations \(n_{up}\) needed to eliminate \(i\)-th variable is the product of the number of incoming edges and the number of outgoing edges of the vertex \(i\):

\[
n_{up} = |E_I(i)| \cdot |E_O(i)|
\]  

(10)

where \(E_I(i) = \{(j, i) \in E_e | j \in V_e, j \neq i\}\) and \(E_O(i) = \{(i, k) \in E_e | k \in V_e, k \neq i\}\). After the elimination, the underlying graph is changed to

\[
G_e' = (V_e - \{i\}, (E_e - E_I(i) - E_O(i) - \{i, i\}) \cup \{V_I(i) \times V_O(i)\}),
\]

(11)

where \(V_I(i) = \{j \in V_e | \text{for all } j \neq i, (j, i) \in E_e\}\), \(V_O(i) = \{k \in V_e | \text{for all } k \neq i, (i, k) \in E_e\}\), and \(V_I(i) \times V_O(i) = \{(j, k) | \text{for all } j \in V_I(i) \text{ and } k \in V_O(i)\}\).

Since counting \(N_u(C_k)\) is needed for each merging in initial clustering and for each move in FM, the counting by the straightforward way is too time consuming although it gives an accurate count. To reduce the counting cost, we estimate the update operation count by applying block elimination technique. Consider we calculate the weight of the resulting cluster \(C\) after merging \(m\) clusters \(C_k (k = 1 \sim m)\) by eliminating the matrix for \(C\). First, we assume that external variables of \(C_k\) are eliminated after all internal variables of \(C_k\) are eliminated. Under this assumption \(N_u(C)\) can be calculated by eliminating all internal variables of \(C_k\) from the matrix generated by

\[
N_u(C) = \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_u(C_k) + n_u(E_{in})
\]

(12)

where \(E_{in} = \bigcup_{k=1}^{m} E(C_k) - E(C)\) is the set of new internal nodes generated by the merging, and \(n_u(E_{in})\) is the number of update operations needed to eliminate all voltage variables of nodes in \(E_{in}\) from the matrix generated by

Since there is no unmerging in initial clustering, we can count update operations by first constructing the underlying graph for a whole given circuit and then eliminating all new internal variables generated by each merging in initial clustering. But in FM min-cut, an unmerging occurs whenever a cluster is moved from one block to another. Reverse elimination of variables which are once eliminated from an underlying graph needs complicated mechanisms and will take very high computational cost, so we employ an additional assumption. In FM min-cut phase, the underlying graph (or uneliminated part of the matrix) produced by initial clustering is dense enough with many fill-ins to enable us to look at it as a rather dense matrix having uniform density \(K_d\). The uniform density assumption makes it possible to calculate \(n_u(E_{in})\) statistically as

\[
n_u(E_{in}) = K_d^{\frac{\|E_{in}\| + |E(C)| - 1}{2}} \sum_{k=|E(C)|} k^2
\]

(13)

without any graph manipulation, where \(E_{in}\) is a set of new internal nodes generated by a cluster merging, and \(E(C)\) is a set of external nodes of the cluster \(C\). Although the value of \(K_d\) depends on the given circuit, it can be easily calculated from the underlying graph obtained after initial clustering.

Whole steps of our circuit partitioning with SBEU is briefly depicted in figure 2.

IV. Asynchronous Distributed Row-based (A-DR) Interconnection Parallelization

Even if we employ the min-cut circuit partitioning mentioned in section III, the size of a matrix \(Y\) in Eq. (6) tends to be large and IS time in the solution method also tends to be long when a given circuit is large and it is partitioned into many subcircuits. In this section, we describe two existing parallelization methods to solve Eq. (6) and then propose a new technique to enhance the parallelism of one of those methods.

A. Existing Parallelization Methods

Parallelization of solving Eq. (6) can be achieved by parallel Gaussian elimination or hierarchical application of tearing. Since the matrix \(Y\) is dense with many fill-ins, parallel Gaussian elimination called Distributed Row-based interconnection (DR) can be applicable, which extract row level parallelism by assigning same number of rows to each PE. The other approach, multi-
level interconnection (ML), partitions a given circuit hierarchically, namely a like binary tree, and produces sub-interconnections, where the overall matrix has a nested BBD structure.

Although DR shows better performance than ML for the large circuit in [3], which of the two is better depends on the execution platform. Since DR is rather fine grain parallelization, its performance is sensitive to the relative speed of interprocessor communication compared to the operation speed of PEs. An experimental simulation with the same circuit on a different platform with different relative communication speed is shown in figure 6. The details are described in section V.

Abstract code program of DR parallelization of LU factorization is shown in fig.3. At the beginning of an elimination for each variable, all PEs are synchronized with each other by “barrier” statement, then “broadcast” a pivot-row. So, we call it Synchronous DR (S-DR) hereafter. The barrier is needed to avoid over-writing a single pivot-row buffer on each PE before the elimination of the previous variable has finished. Since it is assumed that it is implemented on a distributed shared memory parallel machine which has no hardware support for synchronization and broadcasting, barrier and broadcast are implemented by writing to memory on remote PEs. The barrier is implemented by hand-shaking between one PE and the all other PEs, and the broadcast is implemented by hierarchical sending in binary method where half of all PEs are concerned in the sending.

To simplify further discussions, consider the elimination of only one of variables and assume the following simple model:

- There is no congestion in remote write operation.
- It takes time $T_C$ to write data of any size to remote memory and the writing PE is blocked until the write completes.
- The latency of a remote write is also $T_C$ and is independent of data size
- Time to read data of any size from local memory is negligible.
- Time $T_U$ for update operations in eliminating a variable is the same on every PE, and is equal to $T_S/n$ where $T_S$ is elimination time when all eliminations are done by only one PE, and $n$ is number of PEs used in DR.

A time chart of S-DR for 4-PE case is shown in fig.4 based on the above simple model. The time $T_{S,DR}$ needed to eliminate a variable by S-DR is

$$T_{S,DR} = \frac{T_S}{n} + T_C \cdot n + T_C \log_2 n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The first term is time for the update operations, the second term is time for a barrier, and the third term is time for a broadcast. The barrier time is proportional to number of PEs and the broadcasting time is proportional to the level of sending hierarchy $\log_2 n$.

B. Proposed Method

Now we propose an asynchronous version of DRA,DR, which enables DR to overlap numerical operations and interprocessor communications and makes it less sensitive to communication speed. We remove the barrier by giving local memory space for all matrix rows to all PEs, which avoid over-writing the previous pivot-row. Further, we implement the broadcasting of a pivot-row by sending the row data sequentially with one PE to which the row
is assigned. The sequential sending allows the other PEs to start elimination of the next variable immediately. To minimize bubbles (non-numerical operation time), the sequential sending must first send a pivot-row to the PE to which the next pivot-row is assigned. The time chart of A-DR for 4-PE case is shown in fig.5, which is also based on the above simple model. The amount of bubbles in A-DR is much fewer than in S-DR. The time $T_{ADR}$ needed to eliminate a variable by A-DR is

$$T_{ADR} = \frac{T_S}{n} + T_C$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

in throughput, which shows that communication time is independent of number of PEs used.

Experimental results are shown in the next section. Parallel Gaussian elimination with A-DR can be applied to any dense matrix. It is also applied to Monte Carlo device simulation[9] and reveals its effectiveness.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we show experimental results of conventional methods using Cenju-1 and Cenju-3 first, then show results of proposed methods using parallel machine Cenju-3.

Both Cenju-1 and Cenju-3 are MIMD parallel machines with distributed shared memory, the relative communication speed of Cenju-3 is about 200 times slower than that of Cenju-1 while PE speed of Cenju-3 is about 30 times faster than that of Cenju-1 (table 1). In reality the result above is somewhat exaggerated since the latency is measured under the condition where no conflicts are incurred by other remote memory accesses which makes it more ideal for bus based Cenju-1 rather than for Cenju-3 which has a multistage interconnection network. Because of the difference between their relative communication speeds, speedup performances of the conventional simulators on Cenju-3 are worse than that on Cenju-1(fig.6). Benchmark circuits used here are DRAM circuits and their sizes are shown in table II. CKT1 includes many LRCs to model power lines.

With SBEU and A-DR, simulation speed for CKT1 is about 2 times faster at 8 PE and 16PE than that without SBEU and with ML(fig.7). The speedup over 1PE of the new simulator almost reaches to 10 times at 16PE. Distribution of total computational time for each subcircuit(SL+SS time) in the simulations of CKT1 with and without SBEU is shown in fig.8. Coefficients in Eq.(9) and (13) are set to $k_1 : k_0 = 100 : 1, K_2 = 0.075$, which are optimal values derived by some experiments on Cenju-3, and the circuit partitioning time with SBEU is only 44.5sec using a workstation NEC EWS4800/360EX(R4400SC 200MHz). Deviations from the median of the time for each subcircuit are within ±20% in the simulation with SBEU, although the deviations span to ±62% in the simulation without SBEU. With SBEU, the maximum SL+SS time is reduced to about half compared to that without SBEU. When we vary $n$, number of PEs for A-DR, total time for numerical operations is inversely proportional to $n$, and total time for communication is almost constant(fig.9). This result follows the relation predicted by Eq.(15).

On the other hand, the simulation of CKT2 with ML has already been efficient enough(fig.7) because the circuit is partitioned into balanced subcircuits and balanced sub-interconnections even without SBEU. The simulation of CKT2 with A-DR and SBEU shows almost the same performance as that with ML.
VI. Conclusion

We have presented a new parallel circuit simulator with tearing, with two new techniques, SBEU and A-DR. SBEU counts the number of update operations with approximations and predicts matrix-solve time for clusters or subcircuits, then enables circuit partitioning to produce balanced subcircuits, which enhances speedup of the simulator. A-DR enables parallel Gaussian elimination to overlap numerical operations and interprocessor communications and makes it less sensitive to communication speed, which reduces interconnection matrix solution time. The new simulator can simulate a matrix-computation intensive circuit about two times faster than conventional simulators. But interconnection solution time is still too long. For future work, applying the levelized solver with incomplete LU factorization [10] to the simulator is a good candidate to reduce the interconnection solution time.
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